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Abstract
With the ongoing rise and phenomenal success of machine learning (ML), particularly deep learning, efficient training of large neural network models in scalable
cloud infrastructures becomes a priority. ML workloads have traditionally been run
in high-performance computing (HPC) environments, where users log in to dedicated machines and utilize the attached GPUs to run jobs that train models on huge
datasets. Providing a similar user experience in a multi-tenant cloud environment
comes with its own unique challenges regarding fault tolerance, performance, and
security. We tackle these challenges and present a deep learning stack specifically
designed for on-demand cloud environments. Based on a detailed discussion of the
system architecture, we examine real usage data from internal users, and discuss
performance experiments that illustrate the scalability of the system.
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Introduction

Training large neural network models is very resource intensive, and even after exploiting parallelism
and accelerators such as GPUs, a single training job can still take days [1]. Consequently, the cost
of hardware is a barrier to entry. Cloud-based deep learning solutions that mitigate the high upfront
investment in hardware are therefore gaining in popularity. Even when upfront cost is not a concern,
there is a need for robust and scalable sharing of resources among the teams in an organization.
One reason for the popularity of deep learning in both industry and academia is deep-learning
frameworks such as Tensorflow, PyTorch, Caffe, Torch, Theano, and MXNet. These frameworks
reduce the effort and skillset required to design, train, and use deep learning models. As with
programming languages, frameworks have their own strengths and users develop an affinity to one or
more of them. To cater to such a diverse user population, a cloud-based DL solution should support a
wide range of frameworks, and do this in a secure, scalable and fault-tolerant manner.
This paper introduces the Fabric for Deep Learning (FfDL, pronounced fiddle), a cloud-based deep
learning stack used at IBM by AI researchers in areas including machine translation, computer vision,
and healthcare. Building on our previous work [2], this paper makes three key contributions. In
Section 2, we outline the key challenges faced in cloud-based deep learning systems, and how FfDL
seeks to address them. Next in Section 3, we describe the architecture and selected implementation
aspects. Section 5 then presents an evaluation of the performance characteristics and an analysis of
the usage patterns observed in an internal deployment of the platform.
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Challenges

Deep learning practitioners are accustomed to training their models in a high-performance computing
(HPC) environment where they have access to a cluster of machines with specialized hardware,
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including high speed interconnects and large, high throughput disk drives. A number of new concerns
arise when trying to execute these workloads in a cloud environment where failures are more common
and there is a tendency to provision more commodity hardware for economic reasons. This section
presents a number of these challenges.
Resilience. Faults may occur at any hardware or software layer, including network switches, GPUs,
and job scheduling components [3]. FfDL can survive restarts of components, detect and avoid faulty
or misconfigured subsystems, and recover from certain classes of intermittent failures.
Scalability and elasticity. There is an expectation of virtually unlimited resources, and the infrastructure needs to scale to match possibly unpredictable workload patterns. FfDL is designed to scale with
the workload. Microservices can be replicated to match the load, and hardware resources, including
GPUs can be added and removed without disrupting running jobs.
Observability. HPC users are accustomed to being able to login to a machine, install their own
scripts and tools, and run diagnostic tools to help debug their models. FfDL exposes a number of
standard APIs that can be used to monitor the progress of a training job and track key metrics.
Security. A cloud service runs workloads from multiple users on shared infrastructure with enough
isolation that malicious users cannot compromise one another. This is exacerbated in DL workloads
since the service needs to execute user-provided code. FfDL supports a number of isolation techniques,
at the process, container, and network layer to guard against unauthorized access while still running
user code in a shared system deployment.
Distributed training. Many DL frameworks support distributed training, where the training is
parallelized across multiple learner processes, often using custom communication protocols. FfDL
supports framework agnostic distribution, by orchestrating the learner replicas and establishing the
network communication among learners in a training job without compromising security of other jobs.
Frameworks that do not have distribution built-in are modified so that they can be distributed too.
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Figure 1: FfDL Architecture
Scalable and Fault-Tolerant Architecture. The FfDL platform has adopted a microservices architecture [4], to reduce coupling between components, keep each component simple and as stateless
as possible, isolating component failures, and to allow each component to be developed, tested,
deployed, scaled, and upgraded independently. The major components are illustrated in Figure 1.
REST API. The REST API microservice handles all incoming requests. The service also load
balances requests and is responsible for authentication. Load balancing is implemented by registering
the REST API service instances dynamically in a service registry.
Trainer. The Trainer service admits training job requests, persisting metadata and model input
configuration in a database (MongoDB). It initiates job deployment, halting and (user-requested)
job termination by calling the appropriate gRPC [5] methods on the Lifecycle Manager (LCM)
microservice. The Trainer also assigns a unique identifier to each job, which is used by all other
components to track the job.
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Lifecycle Manager (LCM) and Learner Pods. The LCM deploys training jobs arriving from the
Trainer, halting (pausing), and terminating training jobs. LCM uses the Kubernetes [6] cluster
manager to deploy containerized training jobs. A training job is a set of interconnected Kubernetes
pods, each containing one or more Docker containers. Jobs can be single node or distributed, and
can co-ordinate using a peer-to-peer overlay network (for Caffe2) or using a parameter server (e.g.,
Caffe, Torch). The LCM determines the learner pods, parameter servers, and interconnections among
them based on the job configuration, and calls on Kubernetes for deployment. For example, if a user
creates a Caffe2 training job with 4 learners and two CPUs/GPUs per learner, the LCM creates five
pods: one for each learner (called the learner pod), and one monitoring pod called the job monitor.
Kubernetes Cluster Manager. We have extended Kubernetes to support scheduling of GPUs. The
microservices themselves are deployed as pods, and we rely on Kubernetes to manage this cluster of
GPU-enabled machines effectively, to restart microservices when they crash, and to report the health
of microservices. Training jobs are, by default, scheduled in FIFO order. We have also developed
extensions to the Kubernetes scheduler to support job priorities. For each training job, the LCM uses
its specification to request the set of required resources (e.g., GPUs, memory), and Kubernetes finds
and provisions the nodes that satisfy the requirements. We are in the process of open sourcing our
Kubernetes extensions, working with the community to potentially merge them into upstream.
Coordinating through etcd [7]. To coordinate the microservices and training jobs, we use the etcd
distributed key-value store. It is used, among other things, to report the progress and status of learners
in a training job. Failed microservice instances and training jobs are rescheduled by Kubernetes and
the restarted instances continue where their predecessors left off using the information in etcd.
Checkpoint/Resume. The LCM also halts (pauses) the training job in response to a user request.
Since the LCM is common to all jobs and learner frameworks in FfDL, supporting pause becomes a
challenge, unless we modify the frameworks to export a pause API. Instead, we use etcd: the LCM
creates a halt node in the job’s etcd directory (/jobs/training-xyz/halt). The learner pod has
a sidecar controller container which watches etcd and instructs the learner to halt and checkpoint
its state to persistent storage. The controller then creates a halted node in etcd to report successful
halt back to the LCM, which garbage collects the pods. When the user wants to resume the job, the
LCM will redeploy the learner pods and the controller will instruct the learner to resume from the
last checkpoint. Note that this makes use of the framework’s support for checkpoint/resume.
Monitoring Jobs. The LCM deploys a job monitor pod per training job, responsible for monitoring
the progress of all learners and reporting aggregated status to the Trainer. Communication between
the job monitor and learners are via etcd: the Controller in the learner pod updates the current status of
each learner to an etcd node (/jobs/training-xyz/status). The controller monitors the learner
container in its pod, interprets its state and writes updates to etcd. If a single learner pod fails, the
job monitor considers the entire job to have failed, but this can be relaxed. For non-failure status
updates, the job monitor aggregates the updates from the learners, i.e., a job’s status changes from,
for example, DOWNLOADING only when all its learners have changed status to PROCESSING.
Handling Faults. FfDL has been designed so that failures are isolated in a component. If a learner
fails, the job monitor detects this failure, and instructs the LCM to terminate itself and the learner
pods. Users can inspect logs to diagnose the root cause for a failure and restart the job from a
checkpoint. If the job monitor fails, it gets restarted by Kubernetes, picks up the state from etcd, and
resumes normal operation. The LCM can be upgraded at runtime without disturbing existing jobs. If
LCM crashes and gets restarted, jobs that were in-flight (i.e, in the middle of deployment) will have
to be re-deployed by the (restarted) LCM, but existing jobs are not affected. We also deploy multiple
replicas of the LCM, and also etcd itself is replicated, and all updates to etcd nodes are serializable.
Security. FfDL isolates the execution of a user’s model by running the learner a separate Docker
container with non-elevated privileges and in an isolated pod with network policies to prevent all
incoming and outgoing network access from the pod. Input data and output results from the learner
are communicated through a shared file system.
Plugin frameworks. Adding support for a new framework is as simple as building a Docker image
that includes some custom scripts and the respective framework libraries. The LCM will instantiate
pods with the correct Docker image.
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Related Work

Scalable training of DL models remains a bottleneck in several important applications. Jin et. al [8]
compare the training time of synchronous and asynchronous approaches to stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) for image classification. The core finding is that asynchronous SGD converges faster up to 32
nodes, whereas synchronous SGD scales better between 32 and 128 nodes. While their contribution
focuses on distributed algorithms (including network optimizations like gossipping), our work is
primarily targeted at supporting multi-tenant environments and ensuring efficient, fair, and secure
job resource allocation. The Hemingway tool [9] guides the selection of appropriate algorithms
and cluster size to use for particular distributed jobs. Li et al. [10] discuss challenges associated
with building a scalable ML service, including feature computation over global data, accounting for
regional characteristics, as well as real-time serving of hundreds of thousands of models.
While there has been a lot of focus on securing multi-tenant services [11], there has been little
attention paid to DL workloads in such an environment. DL workloads exhibit unique characteristics,
including long running jobs that can last for days or weeks, the need to execute arbitrary user code on
sensitive data, and the use of specialized hardware (GPUs) that still lack mature virtualization support.
This paper is among the first we are aware of to address this aspect. Security and privacy are also
key concerns when it comes to vulnerabilities in the models themselves. Tramer et al. [12] discuss
attack vectors for ML cloud services, in particular model extraction where an attacker attempts to
reverse-engineer a machine learning model by systematically probing an inferencing API. In the
future we also envision cross-tenant optimizations for FfDL, such as joint backpropagation neural
network learning [13], which will require additional security hardening in the platform.
The ModelDB system [14] manages machine learning models, letting data scientists quickly iterate on
models, make results reproducible, and find insights faster. While ModelDB focuses on storing and
querying model (meta-)data, our work focuses on efficient execution in the cloud. In the near future
we also envision a more tight integration of FfDL with model databases like ModelDB. The SLAQ
framework [15] explores quality-runtime tradeoffs across multiple jobs to maximize system-wide
quality. The approach is based on predicting loss values that characterize the convergence behavior
of a machine learning job at runtime. In our ongoing work we are also extending our platform to
integrate predictive approaches. Another key success factor for optimization is prediction of job
resource requirements as well as job performance [16, 17].
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5.1

Evaluation
Scalability

Our experiments evaluate two aspects of performance: (1) scalability of the platform with the number
of concurrent jobs, and (2) scalability of a training job with GPUs.
We developed an Apache JMeter based workload generator which submits concurrent jobs to a FfDL
deployment on a 10 node cluster. A node in the cluster has 2 Nvidia Tesla K80s cards (each with
two individually addressable GPUs), for a total of 40 GPUs. Each job involves training a Torch
based neural network model for natural language classification. Table 1 summarizes the results with
different number of concurrent jobs. The average end-to-end job completion time increased from
50.15 to 81.36 secs when going from 10 to 40 concurrent jobs. Thus, with a 4x increase in number of
concurrent jobs, the average job completion time only increased by 62.2%. It is important to note
that when the stress test was conducted, the cluster was in active use by other users, and hence the
results tend to underestimate how the system would scale with a more controlled workload.
Given the two K80 cards per node, a single node
training job can be configured to use up to four in# jobs
mean (s)
min (s)
max (s)
stdev
10
50.15
43.23
54.22
4.17
dividual GPUs. Gradient exchange between GPUs
20
58.36
43.95
64.63
5.48
after each iteration requires some communication
30
74.67
54.68
186.73
21.69
overhead. We ran training jobs with varying GPUs
40
81.36
49.48
129.93
23.93
and measured the achieved throughput (samples
Table 1: Concurrent job completion times
processed per second) and model accuracy. In particular, we trained a Caffe Alexnet model with an
Imagenet-1K dataset [18] for 90 epochs and an effective batch size per learner of 256 images. The
dataset is about 250 GB and has 1.3 million images. Figure 2 shows single node performance with 1,
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with a single GPU. The throughput with 1, 2, and 4 GPUs is about 313, 539, and 929 images per
second, respectively. This constitutes a 2.97x increase going from 1 to 4 GPUs. The trained model’s
accuracy is very similar, between 57%-58%.
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Figure 2: Accuracy and throughput with 1/2/4 GPUs for a single learner
In distributed training, a job can seamlessly exploit GPUs from multiple nodes, but then the gradient
exchange must traverse the network. We evaluate a distributed job with 2 learners, each with 4
GPUs, and compare it to a single learner with 4 GPUs. For a fair comparison between the different
configurations, we used same effective batch size of 2048 images for each run. With 8 GPUs we
achieve a throughput of 1752 images per second compared to 1040 images with 4 GPUs, a factor of
1.7x increase. The 8 GPU job converges to 58% accuracy and the network communication overhead
in 2 learner case is 18.76%. Observe that, to efficiently reap the benefits of distribution we need to
work with large batch sizes so as to keep the compute to communication ratio high. However, large
batch sizes may lead to slow convergence unless other model hyperparameters (e.g., learning rate,
step size) are appropriately tuned. While the results are for a specific implementation of the parameter
server, the insights are applicable to any parameter server based distributed learning. The network
communication overhead gets more prominent when working with faster GPUs (such as NVIDIA
Tesla P100 and V100), and innovative inter-GPU communication technologies will be needed [19].
5.2

Platform Usage

We report some interesting usage data for a total of 9498 training jobs that we recorded over a
time window of 31 days. Note that this usage data reports only a fraction of the DL activity in the
organization. Also, these numbers are from real (human) usage only, and do not include the test and
performance training jobs we run automatically as part of our continuous integration pipeline.
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Figure 3: Platform Usage - Job Characteristics
Figure 3 summarizes the key metrics in terms of job characteristics. As illustrated in Figure 3a,
the vast majority of jobs (69.3%) are written in TensorFlow, followed by Caffe (17.7%) and Torch
(11.1%). Only a small fraction of jobs use MXNet or Caffe2 as the underlying framework. Figure 3b
depicts the GPUs per learner container. More than half of the learners (53.1%) use a single GPU,
21.7% use 2 GPUs, and around 25% of learners have 3 or more GPUs attached. Finally, Figure 3c
shows the number of learners per jobs. In this dataset, the majority of jobs use only a single learner
(96.2%), but we are recently seeing increasing usage of running multi-learner configurations.
Figure 4 shows job execution times, which roughly consist of job queueing (4a), downloading training
data from the object store (4b), and actual processing time (4c). Queueing times are typically short,
with most jobs being scheduled within 16 seconds, although we recorded some outliers during periods
of high resource utilization. Downloading and processing time are highly dependent on the size of the
training data set. The downloading times we recorded are often less than a minute, whereas processing
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Figure 4: Platform Usage - Job Execution Times
typically takes at least several minutes (with outliers in the order of hours). As can be seen from these
metrics, FfDL is currently used primarily for smaller jobs and quick experimentation, whereas more
computationally heavy workflows are currently being migrated from our HPC cluster environments
to this new platform. We plan to report the findings of this migration effort in future work.
5.3

Lessons Learned

From a usability standpoint, our hypothesis was that users can get up to speed and train/serve models
much faster with FfDL, compared to other platforms and building their own deep learning software
stack. We ran beta programs in our organization and users were able to ramp up quickly (approx. 1
week); FfDL allows them to focus on their application code without worrying a lot about the training
infrastructure. We also got valuable feedback for potential improvements, and have already improved
the syntax of the configuration file twice, added new frameworks and features like log streaming.
We designed FfDL from the ground-up to be fault tolerant, and this proved invaluable in operations.
The microservice-based design that we adopted has proven resilient to partial and complete machine
failures, connectivity issues, etc. and has enabled us to upgrade single microservices independent
of the others. We have also been able to upgrade FfDL microservices without disrupting running
jobs, because of our use of a dedicated job monitor and because we store job status in etcd. The
sidecar container pattern in the learner pod has proven very effective for isolating the learner process
and plugging in cross-framework functionalities (data loading, log scraping, etc.). We experienced a
range of different (intermittent) issues with our Kubernetes cluster, and the fault-tolerant architecture
of FfDL allowed us to recover quickly and provide stable service. Although the platform is not in
large scale production yet, our early results allow us to further tweak the performance and reliability.
Currently, training jobs (including resource requirements) are manually defined in a configuration
file. For better usability we are working on an automated approach to determine the optimal resource
allocation. Another challenge is the seamless integration of external components. While currently the
training data needs to be manually uploaded to an object storage service, users would like to see this
functionality built into the platform. Users were also asking for a way to get real time feedback and
better debugging capabilities for training their models.
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Conclusion

Training deep neural network models requires a highly tuned system with the right combination
of software, drivers, compute, memory, network, and storage resources. FfDL offers a stack that
abstracts away these concerns so data scientists can execute training jobs with their choice of DL
framework at scale in the cloud. FfDL has been architected to offer properties such as resilience,
scalability, multi-tenancy, and security without modifying the DL frameworks. Our users report that
they are able to train their models much more quickly and conveniently, and we observe that the
system has been able to scale and is ready for future growth.
For future work, we plan to better understand the usage patterns of our users and optimize the system
for these workloads. We are also aware that model training is one step in the overall machine learning
pipeline, and plan to better integrate with the end-to-end flow. With the rapid pace of innovation in
the deep learning space, we envision that in the near future users will be working in fully integrated
ML development and debugging environments, with interactive exploration of the problem space,
and (semi-)automated recommendations on how to fine-tune their algorithms. This will open up an
entirely new field of exciting new challenges for machine learning systems researchers.
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